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CDP AND COLLECTIONS: PERCEPTIONS
AND MISPERCEPTIONS

by Leslie Book

Writing in these pages almost seven years ago, I described the then-new col-
lection due process taxpayer rights.1 At the time, I questioned whether collec-
tion due process (“CDP”) struck the right balance between the interests of
taxpayers and the government. We now have
the benefit of time to assess CDP’s merits, and
look back at some of the IRS Restructuring and
Reform Act of 1998’s (RRA 98) changes to the
tax administration landscape. This is particularly
important in light of a few recent developments.
First, enforced collection activities are on the
upswing, with leading indicators like collection
revenue and levies on the increase following
the post-RRA 98 general enforcement decline.2

Yet, despite this increase, there is still a sense
that the IRS can be doing more to collect
assessed liabilities, which is particularly pressing
during periods of deficits.3 Practical limitations
on IRS budgeting has, in part, fueled the
demand for (i) injecting private parties into the
tax collection process4 and (ii) questioning
whether existing procedural protections (like
CDP) may create improper resource demands
on IRS personnel, thus improperly draining
away scarce IRS resources from the essential
task of collecting taxes.5 Further, a respected
observer of tax procedure and collection process in particular, has declared
that CDP adds “no value,” is an “undesirable growth in the tax administration
forest” and has called for CDP’s repeal.6 In light of this current situation, this
essay addresses some of the common misperceptions about collection in
general and CDP in particular, and considers the implications of Robinette v.
Commissioner,7 a recent case about the manner of judicial review of CDP
determinations.

Journalists and
academics alike have
commented as to how
many of the stories of
IRS abuse that the
Senate Finance
Committee uncovered
leading up to RRA 98
were, at best, over-
blown, and at worst,
not true.
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Perceptions

The discrediting of much of the testimony lead-
ing up to RRA 98 regarding IRS abuses sug-
gested that IRS procedures were not in need of
systemic changes.

Journalists and academics alike have commented
as to how many of the stories of IRS abuse that the
Senate Finance Committee uncovered leading up to
RRA 98 were, at best, overblown, and at worst, not
true.8 What conclusion follows from this? While I
am not entirely sure, it does not support the con-
clusion that all of RRA 98’s statutory changes and
additional procedural protections (like CDP) were
unnecessary. Despite RRA 98’s legislative process
failures, there is a fundamental soundness in the
underlying rationale of CDP, i.e., adversarial
processes and external checks on agency discretion
contribute to better agency practice and protect tax-
payer rights. Many respected observers, including
the GAO and some of the country’s top experts on
tax procedure, testified and reported of routine IRS
violations of procedures and how, in the collection
process, unfettered discretion contributed to risks of
agency error and taxpayer harm.9 While CDP might
be underinclusive in some respects and overinclu-
sive in others (and as such CDP would benefit from
some legislative and administrative changes, as I
discuss in a recent article published in the Houston
Law Review10), it is fair to say there was a genuine
consensus that IRS collection practices were in need
of reform. However, there was, and still is, a differ-
ence of opinion as to whether those changes
should be generated from internal processes,
through better management and employee training,
for example, or external processes like a greater
and more independent role for Appeals and a new
judicial check on certain collection actions. Yet, in
areas where RRA 98 did not systemically alter col-
lection processes, like general offer in compromise
(OIC) review, IRS internal changes have not materi-
ally improved administration, leading respected
observers to question whether the IRS is falling
short in protecting taxpayer rights, delivering quali-
ty service and collecting otherwise uncollected rev-
enues.11

Tax collection is ultimately a matter of invento-
ry management, resulting in a belief that IRS
collection practice can best be improved
through increased centralization.

Many tax collection decisions are really just a
matter of automatic actions, undertaken at the level
of computer-generated actions. In any system
involving hundreds of thousands or millions of
actions, like tax collection, it is unrealistic to expect
individualized decisions on all collection determina-
tions. Not only is it unrealistic, it also would be
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foolish practice, for many determinations do not
involve unreasonable prospects of harming individual
interests or carry with them serious risk of government
mistake. 

At the same time, the danger of relying too much on
treating all collection determinations as matters which
the IRS can manage as inventory is that there are real
and varying individual interests implicated in collection
determinations, individual interests
which IRS bulk processing and over-
reliance on centralization will likely
shortchange. Adversarial review pro-
ceedings work best when there is a
need for individualized determina-
tions, where there is a need for the
IRS to exercise judgment and discre-
tion concerning a taxpayer’s individ-
ual circumstances. Internal IRS incen-
tives to properly classify taxpayers in
the collection stage provide a power-
ful tool to ensure acceptable agency
practice without the need for exter-
nal review in most, though not all,
determinations. Fixing or improving
the processing of centralized review
will not necessarily lead to accept-
able performance. IRS failure to give
consideration to individualized fac-
tors, or improper analysis of a tax-
payer’s particular facts and circumstances, contributes
to risk of error12 and risk of taxpayers’ unwillingness to
accept agency decisions, even if those decisions are
substantively proper. Characteristics of many lower-
income taxpayers, including language and literacy bar-
riers, and a lack of ready access to obtain and copy
documentation, can contribute to rote rejection, with
little room for individual judgment about a taxpayer’s
particular circumstances. Increased unfair rejections
(and possibly improper acceptances) will likely accom-
pany an over-reliance on remote centralized review.

The tough question for administrators or the legisla-
ture is to gauge which determinations require or would
benefit from individualized determinations. One way to
approach this issue is to borrow a utilitarian approach
that balances interests, an approach inherent in proce-
dural due process jurisprudence. That analysis consid-
ers the adequacy of existing procedures by applying a
three-part inquiry considering the private interest affect-
ed by the official action; the risk of depriving that inter-
est through procedures used, as well as probable value
of additional safeguards; and the government’s interest,
including the administrative burden that additional
requirements would impose.13 This approach reflects
the normative view that not all government decisions
are equal—some deserve more protective procedures
on the adversarial model, and others fewer. The danger

with the view of tax collection that treats all collection
decisions as inventory management is that it tends to
treat all agency collection decisions with a broad brush,
and fails to distinguish that different collection determi-
nations should trigger different processes because there
are different interests at stake and different risks of
error. For example, individuals have strong interests in
correct determinations regarding certain collection alter-

natives, like OICs, that lead to the
possibility of a permanent solution to
a possibly crippling tax debt. Further,
the failure to consider matters appro-
priately places government interests
at risk, interests that extend beyond
the government’s general desire for
good administration. After all, insights
from procedural justice scholars sug-
gest strongly that individuals’ willing-
ness to accept decisions (and hence
their likely future compliance) is not
just tied to outcome.14 Procedures like
opportunity to participate and voice
positions—interests at greater risk
with remote centralized collection
determination review—contribute to
satisfaction and acceptance of adjudi-
catory decisions. The IRS should be
greatly concerned with this effect on
long-term compliance, and decisions

that neglect this may turn out to be penny-wise but
pound foolish.  

CDP may turn Appeals into a mini-tax court and
rob it of its informal traditions.

In some sense, CDP, with its requirement of judicial
review (albeit limited) of IRS collection determinations
is a reflection of Congress’ desire to inject some adver-
sarial process and individualized determination into the
collection process. In reaching a determination regard-
ing taxpayer CDP requests, Appeals is supposed to, for
example, balance the government’s need to collect
taxes with the individual’s interest in having the taxes
collected in the least intrusive way possible.15 Moreover,
Appeals, upon taxpayer request, is supposed to make
an independent determination regarding the IRS’s rejec-
tion of a proposed collection alternative.16 At the con-
clusion of the process, Appeals is supposed to issue a
written determination notice setting forth its conclu-
sions and summarizing the basis for its conclusion.

One observer has concluded that this process, and
the possibility of judicial review in particular, threatens
to turn Appeals into a mini-administrative law judge
(ALJ) or Tax Court.17 I think this concern is overstated.
For informal adjudications, practice varies considerably,
with some proceedings even less formal than Appeals
conferences have traditionally been, while others con-
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tively proper. 



tain many procedural protections akin to formal ALJ
hearings. In other areas of administrative law, many
administrative determinations are informal adjudications
that require no formal ALJ, with a limited statutory
mandate as to what procedures are applicable at those
hearings—essentially the right to counsel and a brief
statement explaining the agency’s findings if it denies
relief.18 Yet, courts review a significant amount of those
determinations on an abuse of discretion basis, and the
proceedings are often conducted informally, without
many procedural rights associated with formal ALJ pro-
ceedings or trial courts. In fact, some administrative law
scholars consider these informal adjudications as out-
side the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), because
the APA provides essentially no minimal procedural
requirements for those types of adjudications.19

The variety of procedures that other agencies use in
their informal adjudications suggests that CDP need not
change Appeals into a miniaturized Tax Court or
change Appeals Officers into quasi-ALJs. Yet, in admin-
istrative law, judicial review done on an abuse of dis-
cretion basis does have as its focal point the evidence
that the agency considered below in making its deter-
mination. This focus on the evidence before the admin-
istrative agency brings into question the role of the
record and evidence that Appeals considers, which
leads to a discussion of the controversial case of
Robinette v. Commissioner, and considers further
whether CDP’s mode of judicial review alone creates
the risk that Appeals will transform to an ALJ-type
body.20

An Application of the Abuse of Discretion
Review Standard in CDP

Robinette v. Commissioner

In Robinette, the Tax Court held, in a divided opin-
ion, that in reviewing a CDP determination for abuse of
discretion the Tax Court may consider evidence at trial
which was not included in Appeals’ administrative
record.21 In doing this, the Tax Court held that the IRS
had abused its discretion in terminating an offer in
compromise based upon doubt as to collectibility,
because the taxpayer’s subsequent breach of the offer
terms was not material.22 The facts were sympathetic
for reversing Appeals’ determination: the taxpayer fully
paid a considerable offer amount and the taxpayer was
compliant with his filing and payment obligations
except for one oversight.23 The error was that within
the five-year period follwing the OIC’s acceptance, the
taxpayer filed a tax return requesting a small refund
one day late.24 After declaring that the taxpayer’s OIC
was in default, the IRS sent the taxpayer an intent to
levy, carrying with it the right to request a CDP hear-
ing.25 At the hearing, the Appeals Office, finding that

the taxpayer breached the offer, sustained the OIC’s
default and upheld the determination to proceed with
enforced collection.26 The Tax Court’s holding that the
breach was not material relied, in part, on evidence
suggesting that the taxpayer had acted in good faith.27

Much of this evidence regarding the good faith of the
taxpayer was not before Appeals, apparently because
the Appeals Officer did not consider anything to be rel-
evant apart from certified or registered mail receipts
that would go to the timeliness of the actual return.28 At
trial, this evidence included the taxpayer and his wife’s
testimony regarding his filing patterns, other years’ tax
returns establishing his filing pattern and practice, his
accountant’s testimony regarding the Appeals Officer’s
unwillingness to consider issues apart from whether the
taxpayer timely filed his return, and his accountant’s
telephone records, phone log and daily calendar.29

The most controversial aspect of Robinette is the
issue relating to the Tax Court’s ability to consider evi-
dence not before Appeals. This controversy relates to
the nature of Tax Court review of IRS determinations,
which have traditionally involved redeterminations of
deficiencies done on a de novo basis, with a de novo
scope of review. Even in cases where there has been
abuse of discretion review of deficiency determinations,
the Tax Court has allowed taxpayers to introduce evi-
dence not before Appeals, and the application of the
abuse of discretion standard of review closely approxi-
mates review done on a de novo basis.

Bringing Robinette in Line with General
Administrative Law Principles

The Tax Court approach to letting in evidence is
inconsistent with general administrative law principles
and case law interpreting the application of the APA.
As the IRS argued in Robinette , the APA mechanism for
judicial review of informal agency adjudications turns
on APA § 706(2)(A).30 Under § 706(2)(A), the abuse of
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allows taxpayers to challenge previously absolute
agency discretion, and injects an element of judicial
review following assessment and prior to payment—an
altogether different stage in tax procedure.37

Why Should We Care About the Tax Court’s
Application of the Standard?

What is at stake in Robinette? I think the decision
relates to a fundamental misperception about the
means to protect taxpayer rights. Robinette reflects a
judicial desire to correct for agency error, or at least
maximize the potential to correct for agency error. In
this way, Robinette can be seen as a taxpayer-friendly
decision, yet I believe the decision for the Court to
consider evidence not before Appeals carries with it
risks to taxpayer rights and risks usurping collection
functions best left to the IRS.  

To appreciate this concern, it is again necessary to
broaden the inquiry. In administrative law, the differ-
ence in the standard of review and how courts apply a
particular standard reflects a contradiction between the
desire to ensure deference to agency expertise and a
concern that the government does not erroneously
deprive an affected party of a protected right. In
administrative law, this contradiction has manifested
itself in varying ways, including a historical toothless
application of the abuse of discretion review standard.
Over time, with decisions like Overton Park, abuse of
discretion review became much more searching, result-
ing in courts taking a “hard look” at agency determina-
tions reviewed even under an abuse of discretion stan-
dard, which is more deferential than de novo review.38

This evolution toward a less deferential application of
the abuse of discretion standard reflected the courts’
greater concern for reducing the risk of government
deprivations or errors.

In tax, deference was reflected not by a loose defini-
tion of abuse of discretion review; rather, through the
effect of the Anti-Injunction Act39 and the Declaratory
Judgment Act,40 whole classes of IRS determinations
have been exempt from judicial review. Essentially,
with limited exceptions, IRS decisions regarding the
manner of collecting taxes, and the appropriateness of
collection alternatives, were exempt from judicial
review. Until CDP, deference to the agency has been
absolute. (Ironically, abuse of discretion review in tax
cases has traditionally been more searching and similar
in effect to de novo review.) 

The Tax Court’s approach in Robinette is arguably
taxpayer friendly, as the consideration of evidence not
before the IRS enabled the Tax Court to reach a con-
clusion different from the IRS’s. This in turn reflects the
Tax Court’s historical concern with providing itself with
an opportunity to determine a correct tax liability,
notwithstanding any agency practices prior to a tax’s
assessment.41 The right to a de novo scope of review in
CDP cases also reflects the reality that many taxpayers

discretion standard, judicial review is deferential rela-
tive to a de novo standard of review, yet courts apply a
“hard look” based upon the record before the agency,
with the record already in existence serving as the
focal point of the review.31 In Robinette, the Tax Court
held that the APA was inapplicable, mainly because, in
part, APA § 559 provides that requirements of the APA
are not to be interpreted to limit or repeal additional
requirements imposed by statute or otherwise imposed
by law.32 As the Robinette majority points out, the
Internal Revenue Code (IRC) has long provided a spe-
cific statutory framework for review of IRS’s determina-
tions, a framework that pre-dates the APA.33 This review
framework includes an opportunity to present informa-
tion to the Tax Court that was not before Appeals,
including evidence in deficiency determinations that
the Tax Court has reviewed on an abuse of discretion
basis.

Yet, despite this historical practice, as Judges Halpern
and Holmes point out
in dissent, the majori-
ty’s conclusion is based
upon the premise that
CDP is “part and par-
cel” of this pre-existing
statutory framework.34

While it is true that the
Tax Court’s procedures
predate APA, and
Congress did not
intend to disturb exist-
ing pre-existing prac-
tice insofar as that
practice relates to
review of other deter-
minations, the APA’s
applicability largely
turns on how analo-
gous CDP determina-
tions are to deficiency
determinations. It is
here where reasonable
people can differ. In
my view, review of collection determinations in CDP
presents a dramatic departure from past practice,
reflecting enough of a departure from a pre-existing
statutory framework so that APA § 559 should not
apply.35 Collection decisions are different in kind from
deficiency determinations, with a focus on a taxpayer’s
financial circumstances and how those circumstances
intersect with the IRS’s awesome powers as a creditor.
Prior to CDP, the Anti-Injunction Act effectively barred
consideration of IRS determinations regarding alterna-
tives to enforced collection.36 CDP changes that, and
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before the IRS are not represented and may not be
able to present sufficient evidence to Appeals, due to a
number of reasons, including lack of sophistication and
resources. Further, it also reflects the reality that infor-
mal procedures at Appeals may result in the IRS not
considering information that might be relevant.

Yet, a failure to abide by the APA’s general approach
toward reviewing only material before an agency
(called the “On the Record” rule in administrative law)
creates some risk that the IRS
will take less care with its pro-
cedures at the hearing-level. For
example, the On the Record
rule creates incentives for the
agency to conduct adequate
procedures and provide suffi-
cient explanations, so that a
reviewing court will be able to
perform its task of considering
what an agency has decided,
and the decision’s rationale.
Courts following the On the
Record rule may conclude that
the agency has acted improper-
ly, through a failure to consider
relevant material or explain
actions rationally, which should result in a remand and
hopefully corrective agency practices. Often, better
agency practice initially, compelled by the searching
light of judicial review into what the agency did, pro-
vides more meaningful taxpayer protections than the
possibility of more searching review.42

CDP creates challenges for the IRS and courts apply-
ing its provisions. At a time when many administrative
law scholars are wrestling with injecting a floor of pro-
cedural protections in informal adjudications43 and
lamenting their all but exclusion from the APA, cases
like Robinette reflect an aversion to injecting principles
inherent in administrative law to tax determinations.
While Robinette is ostensibly a taxpayer-friendly deci-
sion, its pedigree is one of isolation from broader
administrative law principles. The Tax Court’s casting
its lot with the administrative law mainstream would
ultimately provide a more systemic basis for taxpayer
protection. The danger with the majority approach in
Robinette is that it provides the cover for a judicial
usurping of administrative function, which will not like-
ly produce long-term systemic taxpayer benefits,
though it may result in individualized correct decisions.
Moreover, while arguably consistent with past Tax
Court practice, it reflects a more radical approach to
review of agency actions, departing from a pre-1998
universe of no judicial review to a more aggressive out-
come-determinative review more akin to review of
deficiency determinations. If the IRS knows that the
court will consider new evidence on appeal and effec-
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tively substitute its judgment for that of the IRS, it cre-
ates little incentives to improve agency practice in the
first instance.

Conclusion

Dread over injecting adversarial process in collection
determinations is overstated, and minimizes the chal-
lenges that the IRS has experienced with some of its
collection determinations. IRS performance in the col-
lection function has been spotty at best, especially in

connection with its administra-
tion of offers in compromise,
where it has had almost
absolute discretion and per-
formed as both an evidence-
gatherer and decision-maker.
CDP, while born out of a far-
from-perfect legislative
process, reflects a legislative
shift away from absolute dis-
cretion and toward judicial
review, albeit limited, of IRS
collection action. This shift
away from absolute decision-
making agency power and
toward a limited review, while
radical for tax administration in

the collection context, is consistent with administrative
law’s mainstream. While far from perfect, CDP deserves
to continue, mature, and hopefully evolve. n
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earlier draft of this article. 
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